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About This Game

LabRpgUp is a unique J-RPG game. Travel through dark labyrinths filled with old guards. Can you find a way out?

Features

+4 Varied levels
+ Convenient operation

+ Low system requirements
+ Low price
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Title: !LABrpgUP!
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
UPandQ
Publisher:
UPandQ
Release Date: 13 Jun, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: xp

Processor: any

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: any

DirectX: Version 9.0a

English
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BAD GAME WOULD NOT RECOMEND. I liked this game! I played in solo, most of the time, because no one showed up!
Except for that, the game was alot of fun.. I have no clue what is happening in this game but I called napalm on a forest that was
planted by an enemy and burned everything. 10/10 game for vietnam flashbacks.. This is a dead horse, website shutdown, theres
hardly any community, multiplayer unsupported, and all in all is confusing without a tutorial, since nothing is really explained in
the html provided, such as power bars and what not, they say it takes an animated image but it does not say how to format it,
etc.. Best $5 I've ever spent.
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Easiest cards of my life

No but really, myself, I probably won't be needing the program (got it in a bundle). It seems to be fine for making 2d animations
as shown on this thread: https://brashmonkey.com/forum/index.php?/topic/3229-metroidvania-game-pixel-art-style/

. game play is good story ok gets way to hard 1/2 way if you dont like hard as balls games use cheats. I've played a lot to say the
least in a short time.

It's fun if you know what you are getting into. Complex in a certain way (understanding stats, bosses, and effects) and can also
be very simple in way that I don't need to explain. If you're a loot crazed maniac who likes Diablo, then welcome home, this is
for you.

Let's get to it --> Main Game: There's five bosses. One optional that opens up one more cool fight. The enemies on the huge
map that changes every new game are all designed very well and get progressively harder though I think the difficulty eventually
plateaus, as well as, the stats of the loot. While every enemy can be boiled down to "some pixels that damage you in close
proximity," if you think that when playing this game then it's probably not for you.

Online: PVP and Coop are pretty fun. If you're overpowered and feel like being a huge d, then it'll be a great time messing with
people or just taking their souls immediately (killing them). Coop is also great, but the only complaint I have is how high level
characters can share their gear with very low level characters, essentially shortening progression time to nil if you have a couple
friends who play. Currently I'm not sure if this is a bad thing though since I'm having a lot of fun and quite frankly lol the
people I invade are gonna need extra help to kill me.

Major Complaints:

-no storage space. I get it - it's rogue-like, but are there rules against a simple chest to store some stuff in?

-more lore. Add some readable notes scattered across the world. it would add to the game's atmosphere a lot.

-equipment modification: Just in some minor way. Make low level equipment leveling possible. I feel like the higher level you
go, if you don't already have life leech, chop or high constitution then you're kind of screwed. Allowing the equipment we own
that have those attributes to be leveled can make NG+++++ more possible as the difficulty starts to ramp up.

10\/10 IGN approved. This is not pay to win but grind to win. If you don't grind you won't have anything. Completely wrong
marketing. I do recommend even though it has its bugs. Obviously it's in early access so it's going to have its bugs and the
creators say it again before the game starts so that's a good thing. The english for this game is actually decent so i did not have a
problem understanding.
The game play itself is amazing and jumpscares are pretty good.I really enjoyed the story so far.
If you want to check out my first part here's the link!
https:\/\/youtu.be\/OIbcNHYnATA. Quite nice game not only for Arkanoid fans. It has good sense of humor and gameplay is
very nice. Challenging for an arkanoid type game. If you don't treat death and games seriously it is a game for you!. Uh, it has
it's different endings and I find it weird and full of mystry, but it's a game that you pour your heart and soul into trying to unlock
the true meaning. There is probably multiple endings and im surprised. Are you trying to make us think through the door?.
When I picked this up I expected to maybe waste an hour or two...

Turns out the game got me hooked instantly and suddenly I was 6 hours into the campaign. Sticking your space ship togther is
just such a great concept.

Only problem is the encounter variety in the main campaign, but the alien tech expansion fixes that.

It's nice to see an IOS game that isn't just a money grabbing scheme :). This is one of my favorite games. It's wacky, it's fun, and
just fantastic all around. The story is fun, and this is one of the games that has an endless that doesn't seem freakishly repetitive.
There's an awesome boss fight at the end of the game, and there are lots of fun things that happen.. I played the non-Steam
version of Millennium for the first time almost five years ago, and I've been hooked since then. The combination of a strong
story, well written characters and addicting gameplay grew quickly on me.
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 Thanks to the different difficulties, visible / invisible monsters option and guiding arrows the game is well accessible to
beginners. The in-game tutorial helps, too. Actually, this is probably one of the biggest strength of these games - no complicated
installation, no shortcuts learning, you just start it and play immediately. At the same time, it offers quite a lot of challenge. The
battles are classical, i.e. turn-based. But since action order is affected by characters' stats and these changes with difficulty, the
battles play quite differently in different modes. In the Hard mode, you really need to know what you are doing and to use spells
and equipment to your advantage. Usually, the stuff found in secret rooms and optional areas is very handy.
 Overall, the tuning is very good and the game rewards you well for knowledge and exploration. If you feel a need for "grinding"
you are doing something wrong. Plus, levels and money only transfer to Millennium 2 up to a certain limit, so the game doesn't
force you to spend too much time levelling.

 Speaking of exploration, there are many well hidden secret rooms and some other special things to find. Quests are various,
some of them are even "chained", i.e. missing the first one means missing all the subsequent quests. Some players will probably
find it too "hardcore", but I like the challenge. Maps are well thought out, with lot of optional areas and stuff to find. Once
again, exploration pays off in Millennium.
 Another important part of the gameplay is jumping. In some parts the game plays a bit like a platformer and you can jump over
rocks, chasms and so on. With a special equipment you can even reach otherwise inaccessible areas and that's where the real fun
begins.

 Characters are well written and lifelike, with Marine "stealing the show". She's just so passionate and stuborn. Quite the
opposite of Benoit, which ensures quite a few hilarious dialogues. Visuals and music are also of high standards. Especially the
artworks are beatiful. To sum it up - I certainly recommend Millennium. It's a great game, and it's also the first part of great
series. In other words, a good game to start with...
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